Deloitte iOS Solutions for SAP

Reliability Engineer App

Field Sales Companion App

Warehouse Management App

Reliability engineers play a pivotal role in any asset intensive industry
for the upkeep of machinery and equipment in plants
and in the field. This app allows clients to take their maintenance
processes to the next level by predicting failures by capturing and
processing real-time equipment data using IoT sensors.

The Field Sales app provides the sales team with the ability to
easily manage customer accounts, contacts, leads, opportunities,
and interaction history. The reporting functionality provides team
members insight to sales analytics and forecasting so they can closely
track progress toward goals. It provides the data and tools
at the point of transaction for immediate decision making.

Deloitte’s Warehouse Management Suite is built with a design thinking
approach to help empower warehouse workers and supervisors with highproductivity tools and real-time process monitoring. The solution contains
complementary applications, one for the warehouse operator performing
warehouse pick-pack-ship functions, and another for the warehouse
supervisor to obtain real-time visibility into warehouse activity, worker
locations and performance metrics.

This solution can help reduce operating costs by minimizing equipment
downtime proactively, focusing labor on exceptions,
and improving equipment health.

KEY

FEATURES

This solution can help increase sales force effectiveness, reduce field
visits, and accelerate the time to close a sale.

KEY

FEATURES

This iOS solution will can help the warehouse business area increase
employee productivity, increase logistics tracking and efficiency, reduce
material waste, and reduce cost of operations.

KEY

FEATURES

• Map view of field assets

• Sales analytics dashboard

Warehouse Worker App

Warehouse Supervisor App

• Map view of technician locations

• Quarterly performance graphs

• Prioritize My Warehouse Queue

• Warehouse Dashboard

• Barcode scanning for Pick,
Pack and Ship tasks

• GPS / Map View of workers

• Search equipment by barcode scans

•

• Predictive analytics for asset health

• Customer buying trends

• IOT sensor integration

• My top accounts view

• Capture pictures of quality
issues and bin denial

• Real-time notifications / work orders

• Track leads, opportunities, quotes

• GPS / Map View of workers

• Maintenance history and KPIs

• Product catalog with inventory
availability

• Social collaboration for
improvement opportunities

• Sales order profitability calculation
for up-sell / cross-sell

• Notification for express orders
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• Track materials status

• Manage staff queues and
dynamic work assignments
• Staff productivity KPIs
• Social collaboration with
warehouse staff
• Manage inventory levels
• Review quality inspections
• Review bin denials

